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The experience of university-level teaching 
of 'Antarctic Astronomy' is recounted and 

lessons are found for the research enterprise

Introduction

Writing  grant  applications  is  like  university  teaching:  a 
thorough understanding of fundamentals is essential. To be 
effective, it's often crucial  to use simple language and to 
remind  students—and  harassed  assessment  panels—of 
factors  that  the  teacher/researcher  may  omit  as  obvious 
through over-familiarity.   So in the hope of assisting the 
reader to pen even better grant applications, here in simple 
terms are what I consider the obvious fundamentals about 
Antarctic  Astronomy, distilled  from teaching  the  topic  to 
undergraduates,  and  accompanied  by  a  selection  of  my 
lectures' PowerPoint slides.



Antarctic Studies Course Outline (2005). 



The course

From  2002-2005,  I  gave  two  lectures  on  Antarctic 
Astronomy within a 50-lecture sequence entitled  Antarctic 
Studies aimed at first-year undergraduates in all faculties at 
the University of Canterbury in Christchurch, New Zealand. 
Coordinated  by  Gateway  Antarctica (the  University's 
Antarctic research centre), the course also discusses legal 
issues,  geology  and  glaciology,  weather  and  climate, 
atmospheric  physics,  plant  and  animal  life,  exploration, 
psychology and environmental changes. Since Christchurch 
is  the  staging  post  for  US  and  New  Zealand  Antarctic 
operations, the course proves widely popular (despite its 8-9 
am time-slot), with some 150 students enroled each year.

What is Antarctic Astronomy (1)?

As any astronomer who has 
attended  a  cocktail  party 
knows,  many  people  have 
only the vaguest idea about 
what  astronomers  do.   So 
students  need  telling  it  has 
nothing to do with constella-
tions or horoscopes -->

But  what  about  Antarctic 
astronomy?  Unlike  atmos-
pheric physics,  there are no 
astronominal  phenomena 
specific  to  the  Antarctic 
(apart  from  chance  events 
like the total solar eclipse in 
2003).

Before Antarctic Astronomy can be defined, it's necessary to 
introduce the several of Antarctica's unique characteristics.



Characteristics of Antarctica relevant to astronomy

I then expand upon these characteristics : 



The  consequences  of  Antarctica's  southerliness  need 
elaboration:

(Video clip of the Sun making a complete 
circuit of the horizon)



What is Antarctic Astronomy (2)?

I can now  answer the question :

This  is  the  nub.   Natural  conditions  in  Antarctica  are 
exploited  in  order  to  get  better  observations  in  a  cost-
effective fashion.

And what does observational astronomy require?

I  then  turn  to  some  specific  opportunities  offered  by 
Antarctica with respect to each of these factors.  



Collecting area

The example given concerns meteorites, which are collected 
by  the  ice  sheet  and  concentrated  at  the  Transantarctic 
mountains by glacial drift. 
 



Antarctica as Detector

The example given concerns neutrinos where Antarctic ice 
can act as a Cherenkov scintillator because it is abundant 
and  clean.  I  introduce  the  important  idea  of  proof  of 
concept. 



The Antarctic Atmosphere

The  example  I  give  concerns  infrared  to  sub-millimetre 
wavelengths and their importance for star formation :



Exposure duration 

Helioseismology  and  balloon  observations  are  given  as 
examples where Antarctica permits longer integration times. 
The  low  return  from  Antarctic  helioseismology  illustrates 
that Antarctica's advantages are not always sufficient.

Helioseismology
Long observations during continuous summer daylight



Scientific ballooning
Uniform  atmospheric  conditions  in  summer  permit  long 
flights; the circumpolar winds bring the balloon back to its 
launch point.



Conclusion (of the lectures)



What did the students think?

PowerPoint  (or  its  OpenOffice  equivalent,  Impress)  is  a 
splendid tool  for  overview lectures  allowing the relatively 
simple integration of text and multipe images on the same 
slide. The Web is a fertile source of relevant images, and the 
presentation can be edited easily.   Students raised in an 
electronic  age  expect  the  'edu-tainement'  aspect  of 
PowerPoint  and  in  their  course  evaluations  reject  older 
forms of presentation as hopelessly antiquated.

The principal  point I  was trying to make in my Antarctic 
Astronomy lectures was  why astronomers are going to the 
Southern Continent; details of  what they are doing there 
were secondary, and provided only to illustrate the wider 
point.  From responses in examinations, it is clear that some 
students grasped this distinction while others did not. (This 
inability to distinguish the wood from the trees has been 
called "mental dazzle" and is to be avoided in teaching and 
grant applications alike.)  However the large and assiduous 
attendance at 8 a.m. indicates students' captivation by the 
romance and excitement of Antarctica.  This captivation may 
be particularly intense in Christchurch because of the city's 
long  link  with  Antarctic  operations,  but  I  suspect  it  is 
widespread and should be cultivated by researchers seeking 
support for their activities in Antractica.

Download this poster

To download a PDF file of this poster (8.9 Mebibytes) visit :
http://www2.phys.canterbury.ac.nz/~wjt23/TobinRoscoffPoster.pdf

Some New Zealand Antarctic websites

www.anta.canterbury.ac.nz Gateway Antarctica
www.antarcticanz.govt.nz Antarctica New Zealand
www.heritage-antarctica.org Antarctic Heritage Trust
www.antarctic-link.org.nz Antarctic Link Canterbury


